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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Introduction of Magnus Fusion Aircraft at Sun n’ Fun 

 
Lakeland, Florida (April 5, 2019) - On behalf of Magnus Aircraft it is an honor and privilege to 
introduce Fusion light sport aircraft to the cognoscenti of our avocation and to enthusiasts of 
aviation. We are happy to confirm, that hundreds visited the booth LP-1 in Paradise City, many of 
them signed up for demo flights. 
 
Fusion airplane presents herself as quite a respectable size flying machine, though it is really a 
light sport aircraft. It has a sleek, sporty fuselage that is its signature feature. It has a low 
maintenance composite air frame, a powerful Rotax 912 (ULS or iS Sport) or UL Power UL260ISA 
engine, rated at 100 horsepower. 
 
The Fusion LSA is available for custom order with DUC or MT 3-bladed, ground adjustable 
propellers that conform to the FAA LSA requirements. Fusion can be customized with engine, 
propeller, equipment and avionics. 
 
Fusion has a side-by-side seating arrangement and dual controls for training purposes. The 
exceptionally responsive flight controls make this an ideal aircraft for flight schools’ advanced pilot 
training and for connoisseurs of sport aircraft. 
 
The Fusion 212 SLSA with Rotax 912 ULS engine, as normal category aircraft, has a maximum 
of 5 seconds of (inadvertent) inverted flight advisory, with the structural load limits of 6 to -3 G’s. 
Thus, the Fusion 212 is presently qualified to a maximum of 60 degrees of bank, and a maximum 
pitch up or down of 30 degrees; when operating in the contiguous United States. 
 
Fusion can be tailored to customers' specifications. The airplane is available with different engines, 
such as Rotax and as UL Power. The top-of-the-line avionics and equipment options with specially 
ordered interior and exterior meet the highest expectations and can satisfy the most demanding 
customers. 
 
Fusion LSA, under certain circumstances, has aerobatics capabilities; the aircraft has exceptional 
pitch and roll responsiveness and rates, high quality materials, cutting edge equipment and 
avionics. The Fusion is suitable for sport aviation, pilot training, emergency upset recovery and 
prevention / maneuvers training as well.  
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Magnus America and Magnus Corporation 
 
After launching the production in 2014, special emphasis was given to the creation of a family of 
next-generation aircraft with multi-functional capability, modern design, uniquely shaped fuselage 
using top carbon-composite technology. The Fusion sport aircraft product line is environmentally 
friendly, fuel-efficient, safe, and would allow thousands of pilots to gain flight experience and feel 
the delight of exploring the sky. As as result of innovations at Magnus Aircraft, the Fusion airplanes 
with multi-functional capabilities have radically changed old trends and habits in aviation. 
 
The company has been testing and perfecting Fusion to make it eminently suited for recreational, 
sport, training use, agricultural operations, wildlife management and various monitoring tasks 
pending FAA approval. The “Sentinel” version of Fusion is equipped with Air Surveillance Camera 
System. Please contact Magnus Aircraft Inc. in the USA for further information. 
 
Magnus Aircraft Corporation in Hungary is a multinational sport and training aircraft manufacturer 
dedicated to cutting-edge technology and innovation. Its Headquarters and Assembly Plant with a 
Composite Factory in Pecs-Pogany Airport in Hungary are the basis for research & development, 
manufacturing, and production.  
 
The Fusion airplane was developed by Magnus Aircraft, a multinational sport airplane 
manufacturer. Its engineers have decades of experience in design, development and production 
of two-seater sport LSA. The founder of Magnus Aircraft is Gabor Tarany who had a vision of 
creating the ultimate flying experience for aviation enthusiasts with an airplane of composite 
fuselage, unique, sporty shape and powerful engine. Since then Magnus Aircraft has made a 
global impact, entering into the light sport aviation market with innovation and versatility. 
 
With Magnus companies and dealers in America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia the original 
enterprise continues to grow its international presence across the globe. Magnus Aircraft 
Incorporated (Inc.) is the US. manufacturer and dealer of the Fusion S-LSA and LSA airplanes in 
America.  
 
 
Contact us more information: visit www.magnusaircraftusa.com, call 703 748-7155 or 
email: office@magnusaircraftusa.com. Event photos and news are available at 
https://www.facebook.com/magnusaircraftinc/, please photo credit: Magnus Aircraft. 

 
 

With dedication for most enjoyable and safe flying: 
 

Let your dreams come true with Fusion 212! 

 


